
Kinnami's innovative distributed resilient data management platform, AmiShare, manages data security,

protection & availability across distributed networks—from edge devices to the cloud. AmiShare secures

data wherever it is stored—in data centers, the cloud, on laptops, mobiles, removable drives as well as

other IoT devices. As a single integrated data fabric for resilient data management,  AmiShare simplifies

administrative complexity and reduces the scope for errors, data loss and leakage.

Kinnami AmiShare secures data & assures integrity wherever data is collected, 
stored or shared—even in degraded environments

KINNAMI AMISHARE™
Resilient Data at The Edge

For the most demanding NGA data security requirements 

F O R  O U R  I N C R E A S I N G L Y  C O N N E C T E D  W O R L D

We are building a world that is
increasingly reliant on data

processing at the computing edge—
on drones, satellites, connected

vehicles, & other IoT devices

 To succeed, we  need data to be
resilient from edge to cloud—in

distributed networks—all the time. 

To learn more, explore your specific
applications, or to see a demo, please get in

touch with Sujeesh Krishnan 
 Sujeesh.Krishnan@kinnami.com

Kinnami AmiShare integrates the
three IT tasks of data security,

protection & availability—to provide
this resilience.  

mailto:Sujeesh.Krishnan@kinnami.com


Automated policies prioritize & schedule data movement

Dynamic real-time evaluations for data movement

Separates data ownership/privilege from administration

Client-side encryption at source for data privacy & integrity

Versioning and Audit

To comply with security policy governing data access across regions or zones, data access policy can include spatial location parameters.
AmiShare can use GPS or other location data to permit data access only while in an appropriately classified area and prohibit access to that
data if it moves to or across an unauthorized zone or location.
This means that data on a laptop or other storage device is secure no matter where it travels, from one area of a campus to another or across
the world. Security policies based on classification-levels are always be met, and regulatory compliance, such as GDPR, is always enforced.

Kinnami provides immutable data protection and security in your distributed environments and in connected environments that you do not
control. Using data replication, encryption and versioning, Kinnami provides the level of protection, security and resilience you need to
safeguard against loss, theft or breach.
Our versioning system provides incontrovertible proof of data authenticity. You can be assured your data is safe, unchanged, and auditable—
the resilience you expect with no added complexity. Kinnami protects data wherever it is and ensures that a path to the original data is
maintained and available for proof positive.

The existing Command and Control paradigm for GEOINT updates does not work when real-time response is crucial as it is in the field. Peer-
to-peer networks and the distributed Edge need a resilient data platform for these harsh, often unstable and real-time applications. Kinnami
provides this.
Data feedback from the field and GEOINT updates can be accomplished in real-time. Additionally, Autonomous vehicles, military real-time
edge applications and other smart devices need the resilient data fabric Kinnami provides.

Multiple NGA Applications Can Benefit 

www.kinnami.com/geoint

[1] Securing Data Across Regions or Zones 

[3] Records Management & Tracking — Short-term or in Perpetuity 

[4] Secure Near Real-Time GEOINT Data Delivery

Kinnami AmiShare
Resilient Data for Demanding

Environments 

[2] Secure Sharing of Data in Degraded Environments 
Sharing and sending critical data where network environments are unstable or degraded requires a resilient data fabric. Kinnami’s resilient
data fabric provides high data availability and at the same time keeps data secure and ensures authenticity. Kinnami replication and
versioning system provides resilience and auditable data versioning assures authenticity.  Data is  protected  wherever it is and a path to the
original data is always ensured.

Satellite, Drones, Servers/Cloud etc.

Any Storage
HDD, SSD, USB Flash etc.

 
Any Network

5G, Internet, Ethernet etc.
 

Any Device


